Abstract-Violent lone offenders such as school shooters and lone actor terrorists pose a threat to the modern society but since they act alone or with minimal help form others they are very difficult to detect. Previous research has shown that violent lone offenders show signs of certain psychological warning behaviors that can be viewed as indicators of an increasing or accelerating risk of committing targeted violence. In this work, we use a machine learning approach to identify potential violent lone offenders based on their written communication. The aim of this work is to capture psychological warning behaviors in written text and identify texts written by violent lone offenders. We use a set of features that are psychologically meaningful based on the different categories in the text analysis tool Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC). Our study only contains a small number of known perpetrators and their written communication but the results are promising and there are many interesting directions for future work in this area.
I. INTRODUCTION
Threats from violent lone offenders such as mass murders, isolated terrorists, and school shooters, pose a serious security threat to society and due to the many recent attacks conducted by violent lone offenders this threat has attracted increasing attention from policymakers as well as law enforcement. The most difficult part in detecting a violent lone offender is that they can come in any size, shape, and ethnicity and represent any ideology [1] . The lack of a common profile or modus operandi among violent offenders increases the challenge to identify, target and arrest persons that act on their own [2] . Another difficulty with lone offender is that since they act alone or with minimal help form others communications within a group can not be intercepted. As noted by Baaker and Graaf the challenge to prevent violent lone offenders is enormous and any counter terrorism response can only partly reduce this threat or limit the impact [2] .
In some cases violent lone offenders signal their upcoming attack prior to an event [3] . Notifications have occurred in various forms of social media or through the release of a manifesto. One example of a lone offender that signaled an attack before it took place is Dylan Roof that killed nine persons in a church shooting in Charleston, South Carolina. Before the attack, Roof published a manifesto on his own website where he stated his views towards black people. Another example is Anders Behring Breivik that before his attack in Norway 2011, wrote a Manifesto called "2083: A European Declaration of Independence" which he distributed to approximately 8000 people via email.
Even though far from all violent lone offenders signal upcoming attacks a potential way to counter and prevent future attacks could be to detect signals in written communication that might proceed an attack. This kind of signals can be seen as weak signals that can be combined and analyzed as described in [4] . By combining several different weak signals more information about the intention, the capability and the opportunity that a violent lone offender have to commit an attack. There are several different weak signals that can provide such information. For example: signs of an individual's radical beliefs and extreme hate, knowledge about how to produce homemade explosives, or interest in firearms and signs of rehearsal (explosive or shooting). Apart from more concrete signals, it is also possible to search for more complex signals such as different forms of warning behaviors [5] .
In this work, we investigate how machine learning techniques can be used to identify psychological warning behaviors in written communication. The warning behaviors we are interested in identifying are behaviors that indicates that the writer has intention to engage in targeted violent acts. Our experiments are done on a small dataset consisting of texts written by violent lone offenders including school shooters, mass murderers and lone actor terrorists. Even though the dataset used in our experiments is a small sample, we believe that some conclusions can be drawn from the results and that computerized methods for identifying warning behaviors in written communication could be an important part of a threat assessment when trying to detect violent lone offenders before they commit an act of targeted violence.
A. Outline
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes psychological warning behaviors and linguistic indicators as well as some work that is related to ours. Section III describes the features we have used to used to train a model to recognize texts written by violent lone offenders. Section IV describes the setup and the datasets that we have used in our experiments and Section V the results of our experiments. Section VI contains a discussion of the results. Finally, we conclude the paper with Section VII that draws some initial conclusions and proposes some directions for future work.
II. WARNING BEHAVIORS AND LINGUISTIC INDICATORS
Although no common profile predicts a lone offender, indicators of a forthcoming attack may be observable when conducting threat assessment. A threat assessment is a set of investigative and operational activities designed to identify persons to be at risk for violence [6] . As stated in [6] one of the fundamental principles of threat assessment is that: "targeted violence is the result of an understandable and often discernible process of thinking and behavior". This indicates that acts of targeted violence not impulsive or spontaneoussomething that supports that it might be possible to identify certain warning behaviors that are present in an attacker before an attack takes place. There are many different threat assessment protocols that has been tested and evaluated in different situations. In [7] a set of psychological warning behaviors that can be used as a part of a threat assessment is described. A warning behavior is any behavior that "precedes an act of targeted violence, is related to it, and may, in certain cases, predicts it".
The possibility of detecting potential perpetrators leveraging written communication from social media (blogs, forums, messaging systems) is an approach recognized in [8] . In [8] the mechanisms for ensuring that indicators of leakage are highlighted can be used as a potentially powerful tool in detecting lone-actor terrorists (including school shooters), particularly those exhibiting right-wing ideologies. However, revealing a plan or a direct threat is not what we are trying to identify in this work. Instead we are considering the possibility to detect psychological warning behaviors, something that is also described in [9] . Our work builds on the idea that warning behaviors are present in texts written by violent lone offenders but not in texts written by persons that do not engage in targeted violence. Our work investigates the possibilities for machine learning to capture warning behaviors in written texts by using psychological meaningful features.
Previous research [10] [11] has shown that it is possible to connect word use to psychological constructs such as personality, drives, cognition and emotion. The text analysis tool Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [12] sorts words in psychologically meaningful categories. By counting the relative frequencies of words in a text and dividing words into different meaningful categories it is possible to gain a deeper understanding about the person who wrote it. LIWC calculates (in percent) how much a person uses words from the different LIWC categories. One benefit with LIWC is that it can serve as a way to gain indirect information about subjects who will not directly provide information about themselves. The study described in [13] noticed that texts written by ten different lone offenders prior to their engagement in targeted violence had some common linguistic indicators that could be used as a part of a threat assessment.
As noted in [14] , little research has been completed on computerized text analysis of threatening communications. However, several studies have demonstrated that word use is linked to psychological states, and the underlying psychology of a speaker or author can be revealed through text analysis [14] . Some of the warning behaviors identified by [7] have been identified as potentially observable in social media [9] and a first attempt to detect warning behaviors has previously been conducted using term dictionaries and keywords [15] . Based on the relative frequency of words from psychologically meaningful categories a set of eight possible indicators of the drives and emotions that preceded engagement in targeted violence is identified. Another approach to assess the risk of threatening communication is described in [16] where the risk of violence in threatening communications is assessed using two different methods: LIWC and topic models. Topic models are based on the statistical properties of the documents themselves rather than a set of predetermined words. Results indicated that words reflecting anger, death, or negative emotions (from LIWC) were not used more frequently in the threats documents considered. The topic modeling method indicated that some of the themes in the written communications could be related to psychotic symptoms that are characteristic of a number of disorders.
III. PSYCHOLOGICALLY MEANINGFUL FEATURES
Domain knowledge is imperative in order to understand what features to use in the machine learning algorithms to build an accurate model. Each feature should contain a piece of information that can be used in the creation of the predictive model. In this specific case, we are interested in capturing weak signals of a warning behavior or a psychological state that a person shows before committing an act of targeted violence. In order to capture the psychological state, we have used the different categories from the text analysis tool Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [12] . Using LIWC categories as features, we hope to obtain data independent features and the aim is to investigate the possibilities to capture psychological warning behaviors that separates lone offenders from other social media users based on written communication.
LIWC is a computerized word counting tool that searches for approximately 4,000 words and word stems and then categorizes them into grammatical (e.g., articles, numbers, pronouns), psychological (e.g., cognitive, emotions, social), or content (e.g., achievement, death, home) categories [11] , [17] . LIWC counts words in psychologically meaningful categories by counting the relative frequency of words from the different categories.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the experiments we have used Adaboost, an algorithm introduced by [18] . Classification trees were used as the base classifiers, and the R ada package was used for the implementation. The R ada package provided means for estimating the optimal number of base classifiers. The R ada estimation was used as the number of base classifiers.
A. Dataset
The dataset that we use in our experiments includes subjects who have alone, or with minimal help from others, perpetrated a violent act with the intent to cause severe (fatal) personal damage. Prior to or in relation to their act, the individuals have stated their points of view in written communication that has subsequently been made public, either by themselves or by police investigations. The whole dataset consists of a combination of school shooters, ideologically motivated offenders and mass murderers. The dataset consists of a total of 32 subjects. Some of the subjects have written several texts, resulting in a dataset with a total of 46 different texts. All texts in the dataset are assumed to have been written by the subjects. The texts from the school shooters were collected from [19] , a database that has a compendium of documents relating to a wide range of active shooter incidents in educational settings. We have used the texts that are described as the "Shooters' words".
The written communication from the ideologically motivated offenders and mass murderers were collected from publicly available sources and consist of written communication or manifestos. No single ideology can be defined among the included subjects, rather their ideologies and motivations are widely spread. The subjects that are ideologically motivated offenders and mass murderers that are included in this study and some information about their texts can be found in Table  II .
In order to represent texts that are not considered to be written by violent lone offenders , we have used three other datasets. First, we used a set of 54 blogs that were publicly available [20] . Most of the blogs were written about personal interests, news, fashion and photography. This dataset is denoted as Blogs. We have also used a set of users and their posts from the web forum named Stormfront. Stormfront was founded in 1995 and is commonly described as the leading white supremacist web forum. The forum has grown into what may be the Western world's most popular forum for Finally, we have included a data from the Irish discussion board Boards.ie (https://www.boards.ie/). Boards is public forum where things like hobbies, politics and sports is discussed. Data from Boards.ie users is denoted as Boards. The Boards dataset consist of the posts from 108 users that posted more than 100 posts and less than 200. We only use text that can be assumed to be written by the user, all citations are removed. The reason for choosing three such different datasets to represent texts that are not written by violent lone offenders is that we want to capture representative picture of social media where violent lone offenders might publish texts prior to an attack. However, more social media data from different forums and networks should be included to make the experiments more realistic. Table III describes the different datasets we have used in our experiments. In order to get an understanding of the different datasets, we have extracted the 10 most frequently used words in each dataset after removing function words (words that have little lexical meaning). The results are shown in Table IV . The Blogs and Boards.ie users use words like get, go, think, people and more. Not surprisingly, many words relating to ideology were among the most frequent words from the texts from Stormfront, for example jews, race, hitler and white. The texts written by the violent lone offender frequently use some of the words that were used in the Blogs and Boards.ie: all, more, any and some unique words europe, muslim and western. However, since the texts are very different in size we can not draw any conclusions about it the frequent use of these words is representative for each individual text. We can only conclude that these words are frequently used words in the different datasets.
V. RESULTS
Four experiments were conducted on the different datasets in order to gain an understanding on the possibilities of using machine learning to identify warning behaviors that preceded a violent attack present in text. Due to the small sample size, we used Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) [22] on the model as a way to overcome the small sample size. The model was built leaving out a single sample, which was later used to derive a prediction for the left-out sample. The small training dataset was balanced since classification models were not prepared to cope with unbalanced data set since they under perform when the data is unbalanced [23] . Synthetic samples of the minority class were generated using Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [24] . The SMOTE technique is used on the training set only within the loop and tests are done on remaining single record. This insures that we are not introducing bias in the evaluation of the model. The algorithm selects two or more similar instances using a distance measure and resamples an instance's attribute individually by a random amount within the difference to it's neighbor.
We have used all LIWC categories as features in our experiments; however, not all features necessarily contributed to the classification. Therefore, we used Mahalanobis distance [25] as a mechanism to rank features and select the optimal group that improves the classification results. The most important features used in the classification in the different experiments are shown in Table V. The results from the experiments we have conducted is reported using confusion matrices in which we present the number of true positives, false negatives, true negatives, and false positives as illustrated in Table VI . The measures we use to report our results are sensitivity which is defined as:
T P T P + F N precision defined as:
T P T P + F P
and recall defined as:
T P T P + F N
We also use the measures accuracy and balanced accuracy. Balanced accuracy is used to avoid inflated estimates on imbalanced datasets. Accuracy is defined as:
T P + T N T P + F P + T N + F N
and balanced accuracy as:
We have done four different experiments to get an understanding on the possibilities to detect texts written by violent lone offenders. One of the largest challenges when working with the kind of machine learning techniques that we are is to find a representative opposite class. To gain a deeper understanding of we vary the opposite class in the experiments. 
A. Experiment 1
In the first experiment the goal was to separate the texts written by lone offenders from other texts. The opposite class was created by combing the blogs, the texts from the Stormfront forum and the texts from Boards.ie. When using all LIWC categories as features, 13 of the 46 violent lone offender texts were incorrectly classified and 16 of the 270 texts from the blogs and forums were incorrectly classified. In an attempt to improve the results, we used Mahalanobis distance to rank the features. The most important features were: Article, Personal pronouns, Negative emotions, See, Total pronouns, Prepositions, Anger, Differentiation, Affective and Perceptual processes. The same experiment was done using only the 11 most important features which improved the results to 35 correctly classified texts written by lone offenders (out of 46) and 242 correctly classified texts from the blogs and forums (out of 270). These results are reported in Table  VII .
B. Experiment 2
In experiment 2, the goal was to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from the blogs that were written about personal interests, news, fashion and photography. The results are shown in Table VIII . As can be noted, 7 (out of 46) lone offender texts were incorrectly classified and 4 (out of 54) bloggers were incorrectly classified.
The most important features for the classification were Perceptual processes, Prepositions, Negative emotion, Anger, Function words, Time, Informal language, Relative, Certain, Impersonal pronouns, Leisure and 3rd person plural. The some example words from each category can be found in Table I .
C. Experiment 3
In experiment 3, the goal was to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from texts written by Stormfront users. The results are shown in Table IX . Out of the 46 lone offender 
D. Experiment 4
In experiment 4, the goal was to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from texts written by Boards.ie users. The results are shown in Table X The goal of this work was to investigate if machine learning can be used to identify texts written by violent lone offenders.
Since there seems to a possibility to detect certain psychological warning behaviors in written communication it might be the case using psychologically meaningful features and machine learning, it is possible to identify texts written by violent lone offenders before they engage in targeted violence.
We have only used the LIWC categories as features in our experiments since we wanted to use only data independent features and not features that depended heavily on our dataset. This is particularly important in cases where there are small unbalanced datasets as in our case. The results from the different experiments and the ranking of the features provides some interesting perspectives on common linguistic markers among the lone offenders.
The first experiment attempted to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from blogs, texts written by Stormfront forum users and texts written by Boards.ie users. The results showed that using only the 11 most important features we obtained an accuracy of 0.8766, a specificity of 0.7609 and a sensitivity of 0.8963. The features that were used for the classification shows that the use of pronouns and personal pronouns played an important role in the classification. Two other linguistic dimensions that played an important role in the classification: Articles (such as a, an, the) and Prepositions (e.g to, with, and above). Another feature that played an important role in the classification is negative emotions (in particular anger that is a subcategory to negative emotions in LIWC). The rest of the features that played an important role in the classification are various psychological processess. These processes (corresponding to categories in LIWC) are Perceptual processes (e.g. look, heard, f eeling), See (e.g. view, saw, seen), Differentiation (e.g. hasn t, but, and else), Affective processes (e.g. happy, cried) and Biological processes (e.g. eat, blood, pain).
In the second experiment we tried to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from bloggers. The linguistic dimensions that played an important role in the classification were Prepositions, function words, impersonal pronouns, personal pronouns and third person plural. Time orientations (Time and Relativity) and Personal concerns (Leisure, Death, informal language) also played an important role. Psychological processes that played an important role were Perceptual processes (e.g. look, heard, and f eeling), Tentative (e.g. maybe, perhaps), Certainty (e.g. always, never), along with negative emotions and anger. Further investigation on how these psychological processes can be related to previous theories on warning behavior still needs to be conducted.
In experiment 3, we attempted to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from texts written by Stormfront forum users. The features that played an important role for the classification are shown in Table V . The linguistic dimensions that played an important role in the classification were Article, Quantifiers, Prepositions and Personal pronouns. The psychological process that played an important role in the classification were Differentiation, See, Biological processes, Cognitive processes and Negative emotion.
In experiment 4 we tried to separate texts written by violent lone offenders from texts written by Boards.ie users. The linguistic dimensions that played an important role in the classification were Article, Auxiliary verbs and Personal pronouns. Personal concerns in the form of Assent and psychological processes such as Differentiation, See, Affective processes and social processes. Negative emotions and anger also played an important role in the classification.
Our experiments are done on three different data sources (and one experiment where all the data is combined). One of the goals with using the different data sources is to get a deeper understanding on what separates the texts included in the different sources from the texts written by violent lone offenders. The linguistic dimensions that plays an important role in all experiments are personal pronouns and prepositions. The use of pronouns in natural language has been studied previously and the use of pronouns have been linked to different aspects of personality and emotion [26] . For example can a frequent use of third person plural (they, them etc) in a group suggest that the group is defining itself to a large degree by the existence of an oppositional group [17] . Why prepositions (e.g words like to, with, and above) are important features needs to be investigated further.
Negative emotions also played an important role in the classification, in particular anger (experiment 1, 2 and 4). When Pennebaker and Chung [17] studied al Qaida-texts they discovered that texts were relatively high in emotion and that the relation between positive and negative emotion differed from what is common in natural conversation. Natural conversation usually contains almost twice as many positive than negative emotion words while the al Qaida-texts had a much higher relative degree of negative emotion words, mostly anger words [17] . One important feature when separating texts from Blogs and Stormfront from the texts written by the violent lone offenders is anger (with anger words such as hate, kill and annoyed).
The psychological process Differentiation were important in the classification except in experiment 2 where the Blogs are used as an opposite class. Differentiation is a category in LIWC where people are distinguishing between entities, people, or ideas, including words such as but, without, and hasn t. Perceptual processes (e.g observing, heard and f eeling) were also important in the classification. In particular the category See (experiment 1, 3, and 4) that contains words such as view, saw, and seen.
Features about personal concerns only mattered when separating blogs and Boards.ie texts. This might reflect the fact that personal concerns are expressed more on the Blogs and Boards.ie than on Strormfront forums where ideology is discussed more.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Even though our dataset is small we believe that our experiments shows a possibility to use machine learning to identify texts written by violent lone offenders. Even if we do not know if warning behaviors plays a role in the classification, we can conclude that some psychological categories from LIWC are different when comparing "regular" texts and texts written by violent lone offenders. We believe that with additional research, computerized support for analyzing written communication can be used as a part of a manual threat assessment. However, more experiments need to be conducted with these kind of techniques prior to applying them as a part of larger system to detect potential violent lone offenders. The warning behavior that we are trying to identify in this work relates to targeted violence, but it might be possible to use a similar approach to detect signs of other warning behaviors, such as suicidal behavior. A direction for future work would be to do other forms of analysis -both computerized statistical and qualitative on the texts in our dataset. A qualitative analysis could give some indication on whether any previously defined psychological warning behaviors (such as the eight different warning behaviors described in [7] ) are present in the texts while a computerized text analysis could give us some additional information on similarities and dissimilarities between the different texts.
Automatically monitoring the Internet for potential lone offenders in the name of security raises a new set of questions. There are many ethical issues and issues relating to the personal integrity to be considered before using automated techniques to detect warning behaviors. We view automated techniques as an aid for human analysts in their evaluation and search for potential threats towards the security of the society.
